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George Watson Die Sharing in Asia Minor: another phantom link

Our knowledge of obverse dies shared between two or more cities of Asia Minor
in the period of the Roman empire was greatly increased by the work of Konrad
Kraft, shortly before his death*. Prior to this work, it was generally believed that
obverse dies were only shared between neighbouring cities, but Kraft was able

to show a number of obverses shared by cities separated by hundreds of kilo-
metres^. Kevin Butcher has since shown that one of those long distance links
was a "phantom link" created by the tooling of the reverse legend**. I wish to
suggest here that another of the long distance links listed by Kraft is also a

phantom, also created by modern tooling.

Fig. 1: Supposed coin of Laranda
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The link in question concerns the use of an obverse die showing Philip II at
both Perge in Pamphylia and Laranda in Lycaonia, two cities separated by around
210 km as the crow fliesL The use of the die at Perge is well attested, and can be

seen in a number of published specimens®. The use of the obverse at Laranda is

known by only one specimen (Fig. 1). This coin first appeared in print at the sale

of the collection of Athanasios Rhousopoulos in 1905®. Kraft referred to this
auction catalogue in his work, without illustrating the coin. In his corpus of the
coins of Lycaonia, Hans von Aulock also referred to the Rhousopoulos auction
and reproduced the image of the coin from that catalogued The coin was also

published, independently of these, by Carlo Fontana, as part of a series illustrât-
ing Roman provincial coins from his collection and the collections of other mem-
bers of the Società Numismatica ItalianaL Although only Fontana gives a weight,
it is clear that this coin is the same as that from the Rhousopoulos sale. Fontana
does not seem to have been aware of the coin's earlier provenance, using a dif-
ferent photo, and nor was von Aulock aware of Fontana's publication.

There are a number of reasons to doubt that this is a genuine coin of
Laranda. The first regards the reverse legend, which, as the coin stands, reads
AAPA-NAEQN. Every other currently known piece struck by the city under
Philip bears some reference to the city's title as raeiropofôs, and our coin is the
only one to omit this title. Whilst Laranda had long been meiropo/is of Lycaonia,
its status was upgraded to sebasie meiropoizs under Philip, presumably on that
emperor's passage through the region on his journey to Rome from the eastern
front in 244, shortly after having been raised to the imperial purple®. It is there-
fore very unlikely that the city would have omitted the title on its coinage.

The reverse image, of a standing figure of Tyche, also provides reason to
doubt the authenticity of the coin. Whilst this type is very common across most
of Asia Minor, it is in fact rare in Lycaonia. Only two Lycaonian issues show this
image, both paired with Faustina II, one at Derbe and one at Laranda*®. The pre-
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ferred imagery of the Lycaonian revival of coinage under Philip is of Heracles
and a seated figure of Tyche. By contrast, the reverse type of a standing Tyche
is extremely common at Perge, and I am aware of eighteen reverse dies of this
type used at that city during the reign of Philip alone.

It appears that these irregularities have come about because the coin has been
tooled. Although neither available photo is of a very high quality, it is just about
possible to make out some signs that the reverse legend has been tampered with.
On the image shown by Fontana and reproduced here, one can make out an
extended upper crossbar at the top of the initial iambda, which may be the
remnants of an original ph

The style in which the reverse legend is engraved is notably different from
that of the obverse lettering, a fact that Butcher noted in his discussion of the
other tooled coin". This should not, however, be a concern to us. There are
numerous instances of obverse dies being shared between multiple cities and in
some places being coupled with reverses cut by a different engraver^. More
compelling is the fact that neither the reverse image nor the reverse legend seem

appropriate for Laranda.

Fig. 2: Coin of Perge (Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge)

I thus suggest that this apparent coin of Laranda is in fact a specimen from
Perge that has been tooled to appear to be from the Lycaonian city. I have not
been able to identify an untooled example from the same reverse die at Perge,
but illustrate here a coin of the same type, struck from the same obverse die

(Fig. 2).
Were the Perge-Laranda link genuine, it would be something of an exception

to the other die sharings involving Perge. The conspectus of known sharings
involving that city, listed below, reveal a very local pattern, with obverses rarely
travelling more than 50 km.

Obverse

portrait
Cities Examples Distance

(approx)
Maximinus Perge - Sillyum

Maximus Perge - Sillyum
Philip Perge - Panemoteichus

Gallienus Perge - Sillyum
Salonina Perge - Sillyum

Salonina Perge - Pogla - Sagalassus

Valerian II Perge - Sillyum

H. Grün (Heideiburg) 12 km
52 (Nov 2009) 166 - CNG (online) 147

(Sep 2006) 94

SNG Paris 3.491-3 - SNG Leypold 1955 12 km
Unpublished (Cambridge) - 45 km
SNG von Aulock 5131

KRAFT (n. 1) p. 79 no. 352 12 km
BMC Pamph p. 138 no. 93-4 - 12km
SNG Glasgow 2084

KRAFT (n. 1) p. 79 no. 353 65 km,
80 km

KRAFT (n. 1) p. 79 no. 356 12 km
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(forthcoming).
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Local transfers are the pattern for most shared dies and, although Kraft laid
great weight on long distance shares because of their novelty, they are in fact
the exception rather than the rule'L We should therefore be particularly wary of

any new long distance shares that come to light, and check that both pieces are
genuine.

The reason that any coin of the Roman provincial series, including the one
under discussion here, might be tooled surely lies in the desire of collectors to
have pieces from many rare cities. Coins of Laranda are found far less frequently
than those of Perge, and thus by tooling one of the latter, a more desirable piece
could be created.

Both the tooled coin under discussion here and the one examined by Butcher
are coins of Philip, and it is worth asking whether this is more than just coinci-
dence. Indeed, SNG Paris 3.550 is a coin of Perge under Valerian, where the
obverse legend has been tooled to read Philip's name, giving another example of
modern attempts to create different coins of that emperor. Although this is by
no means a statistically significant sample, it is tempting to speculate that there
was a particular attempt to modify coins of Philip because of the long held view
that he was the first Christian emperor".

Tooling of Roman provincial coins in the early modern period was by no
means uncommon'®. The tooling of this coin not only created another specimen
of a rare city for a historically interesting emperor, which might well have been

appealing to collectors of the past, but also created the false impression of an
obverse being used at two unconnected cities, and this latter must now be cor-
rected in the historical record.
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